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MINUTES  

Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Short Term Rentals 

Sept 21, 2022, 7:30 PM, Village Hall, 85 Main St 

 

Committee Members Present: Branis Buslovich (BB), Travis Fyfe (TF), Tom O’Quinn (TO),  Megan Shea (MS), 

Marianne Remy (MR), Lara Demberg Voloto (LV), Jennifer Zwarich, Chairperson (JZ).  

 

Committee Members Absent:  TF stepped out for a portion of the meeting due to being called for a fire 

emergency by CSFC. He then returned. 

 

7:35pm Meeting called to order.  

1. 08/31/022 Minutes draft not yet formatted by JZ, moved to next meeting  

 

OLD BUSINESS:  

Report of the chairperson RE direct deposit question from last meeting and report on meeting with 

village staff regarding Occupancy Tax law draft. 

 

JZ: We are hopefully close to presenting and finishing part one to present to the board. Still remaining: 

permitting process and enforcement. JZ had several meetings with village staff and is attending a meeting 

with village staff and Granicus, the contractor for compliance software, this week. Will report back to 

group. The VBOT is waiting to receive STR Ad Hoc committee recommendations.  A contractor like Granicus 

may also be able to help with the village occupancy tax administration. The writing of that law is pending. 

JZ will ask about their capacity for auto pay or direct deposit of tax in addition to more questions about 

their algorithms. BB wondered if they collect data or if it must be entered in twice. JZ: Granicus monitors 

and gathers the data and provides it to the village to manage and use in their own enforcement process. 

There will likely need to be a part-time staff to manage the whole STR associated admin work. JZ noted 

that several other municipalities use this platform and others similar. Question of whether the occupancy 

tax or permit fees would cover additional staff hours or would it be more beneficial to use Granicus to 

reduce those hours or a combo of part-time staff additions with a Granicus-type contract as well.  TO 

suggested that group look at Granicus.com website for intro to their capabilities.  

 

3. Continued discussion of § 100-3. Short-Term Rental Classifications. 

          a) Review and consensus on number limit/lottery, max days of operation 

          b) Continued discussion of Zoning districts allowed in and street spacing requirement. 

 

JZ: last mtg left off with a basic consensus about limiting the number of hosted STRs or the days of 

operation or both. Consensus appeared to be limiting the number of available rentals an no limit on the 

days of operation. Polled group to confirm. Confirmed. TF excused himself as he is a volunteer firefighter 

and was called to a local emergency.  TO added that in the future, if new software or now laws 

addressing platform reporting can help make public the amount of days of each rental, that could be a 

future conversation. For the present, limiting permit numbers suffices. MR noted that limiting the number of 

units/persons per rental alleviates problems such as high level of traffic. JZ noted that Granicus can likely 

estimate/flag days rented to the village; she will follow up at the aforementioned meeting and report 

back to group. MR noted that sometimes renters will block days out periods of time allowing no rentals 

which may skew any data gathered from availability calendars on platforms. Renters have that 
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information available readily and could submit it if requested. TO: there are likely programs that can 

source this information. 

 

Continued discussion of Zoning districts allowed in and street spacing requirement. JZ noted that B-1, I-1, 

and R-1 are the zones that the current law allows for STR.  The VBOT asking our committee to add B1 

allowances was an error. JZ noted that many long-term rentals in the village are in the B1 district and 

there is a strong concern to protect these rentals and protect a diverse and affordable year-round housing 

in the village. The requirements we’ve added including limiting STR operations to hosted only and 

permanent resident as well as one unit per property already has the side-effect of limiting the number of 

eligible properties in B-1.  The group discussed this and felt that the impact on B-1 was acceptable. 

However, the “one time unhosted rental” might cause complication in this. LV noted that smaller places 

might serve overflow during West Point weekend. MS noted that B-1 renters might make more from long-

term rentals than STRs. JZ clarified that even one-time renters still have to be “primary residence.” TO 

agreed that having a once a year rental would not make sense for B-1 renters. The tenants themselves 

could not sublet/run and STR under the law also.  Group agreed to keep the existing law restrictions to B-

1, I-1 and R-1. Discussion of how one proves primary residence and whether this is acceptable. TO noted 

that in many places you have to sign to agreeing to truth under penalty of perjury to attest to “primary 

residence.” Current law states 260 nights as the cutoff and min of 2doc requirements of NYS tax form, 

driver’s license, voter registration, water bill. 

 

Street spacing requirement: existing is two STRs can’t abut or next door or within 300 ft of each other. MS 

felt that 300 ft is difficult and time consuming to enforce and questioned if it was practical.  JZ suggests 

we delve into why it was entered into law in the first place, what are the impacts that this regulation is 

mitigating. Can they be mitigated another way that is easier to enforce? BB suggested that new 

recommendations take care of this issue. MR noted that at previous public comment sessions density was a 

big concern and previous village board discussions were detailed. TO asked for clarification about what 

the impacts might be. BB thought it was about the “comings and goings.” TO noted that with existing 

recommendations regarding arrival and departure times, most of the comings and goings issue is taken 

care of. MR noted that at previous meetings some felt too much density on a given street negatively 

impacted “neighborhood feel.” The street looks more like a strip of hotels. JZ noted that one impact is the 

behavior/activities of visitors on vacation who are likely on a different schedule than residents for 

example during the work week. She gave the example of drinks and backyard barbeques that may go 

later into the night for residents on weekends but this activity and the associated smoke, chatting, music is a 

likely weekday activity for vacationers—perhaps not violating noise ordinance but still bothersome to 

neighbors with tight properties who have to get up early for work the next day. JZ: A higher number of 

vacationers on any block changes the use pattern of the properties.  Others noted that these kinds of 

activities might happen with any existing neighbor without STRs being in the mix. TO: asked what are the 

vacationers doing that’s different than anyone else? Tourists will come and do the things we would like to 

be doing as well. They’re just like us, they just don’t live here. JZ: agreed we are all tourists at some point 

and objected that her concern was with outsiders and maintained that the concerns and the behavior of 

people on vacation vs. people who have to get up early to work are different and could have different 

impacts on a street. MS offered an example that she has neighbors who STR. Mistakenly, people would 

attempt to enter the wrong house and this happened repeatedly, inconveniencing the neighbor. MR noted 

that that could be alleviated with Best Practices such as sending renters a photo of the front door to help 

people feel more comfortable. BB noted that as hosts, it’s our job to educate and help people. TO noted 

that if there were a robust complaint system with adequate penalties, neighbors could complain about bad 

actors and have it dealt with. MS suggested that if it were designed right, this might be a more 
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enforceable solution than distance and density limits. TO noted that hosts are invested in keeping things 

good and might volunteer for an enforcement committee. JZ recommended that since the “300ft” 

requirement was the hardest to administer we consider that for removal, but the density issue was still a 

concern. All agreed to remove the 300 ft requirement. Discussion ensued as to whether an abutting 

properties limitation actually addressed the density concern or was it more likely too dense if there were 

too many STRs on a block for example regardless of if they were abutting. MS wondered how many two 

family homes are in the village in R-1 and how would two family homes figure into the “primary residence” 

requirement. MR noted that two family homes are one tax parcel. JZ felt this is an important point to 

consider. How many multi-family homes are in R-1? She pulled up the zoning map to see get a sense of 

how many two family there might be but said that more work was needed to obtain multi-family locations. 

Were there clusters of multi-family and would these be more likely to become clusters of STRs? Existing law 

states that any STR host (100-4) if a building contains multiple residences, only one is allowed for STR. JZ 

suggested this was an essential topic and might affect the goal of protecting housing diversity etc so we 

will put a pin in this topic until next meeting; JZ will research and try to bring a map next meeting showing 

the locations of multi-family.  

 

NEW BUSINESS 
4. Section § 100-4. Short-Term Rental Requirements, Permits. A through P. (see attached page 2)  
 
Discussion ensued point by point on the following. Action listed first, discussion details second in italics.  
 
A. Group agreed keep as written 

 

B. Group agreed keep as written 

 

Discussion of whether this makes sense. MR suggested “with the exception of one-time only permits.” MS 

wondered if a house and apartment would be allowed to be rented at the same time by the same party.  JZ 

suggests that as written, one STR at a time. It appears B and M are similar. MS noted that primary residence 

vs tax parcel is the issue. Two residences could exist on a tax parcel (such as a semi-attached house), but the 

recommendation is that is be “owner occupied.” MS believes that M is covered under “primary residence”. JZ 

asked “at ay given time” as needing clarification. Consensus is that a host would need to rent out the entire 

property if there were more than one per tax ID. TO asked for clarification that a “listing” is defined by the 

permits.  

 

C. Changed to “Only one hosted permit would be allowed per tax parcel per permit term.” 

 

TO thinks it needs changing due to allowance of one time unhosted rentals. MS suggested we remove “per 

calendar year.” JZ stated that we can’t remove that piece. JZ read that a one time rental permit for up to 14 

days is already the exception. LV suggested that the law read “only one hosted STR permit” be allowed since 

unhosted on time rentals is already an exception. MS suggested that C apply only to hosted. Group agreed 

with the caveat that another section to be added for the other type of “one time” permit will address the 

unhosted one-time permit. TO wondered if we need two permits since hosts will already need a permit. Hosts 

could register that one time week. JZ suggested that it might make enforcement impossible, as anyone could 

claim that ”this is my unhosted week” if questioned. Discussion around inspection process connected to permits.  

MS wondered if inspections covered the entire house, then it makes sense to issue one permit. If it needs to be 

a separate inspection then there should be two permits. TO suggested that it makes sense for there to be one 

permit with exceptions for the one-time unhosted rentals.  MS noted that we’re limiting hosted permits but not 
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unhosted one-time permits. MR noted that when we reach reporting by hosts, hosts will need to apply for the 

one-time permit, but not supply dates. JZ noted that the village would need to be able to track use since it is 

one-time and not unlimited.  

 

D. Changed to “STR permits will be good for 2 years.” 

 

JZ suggested that since we did away with the lottery we should consider longer terms, other municipalities have 

2 years. Consensus is that it reduces admin burden on the village. BB noted that people often book a year 

ahead. 

 

E. Group agreed keep as written 

 

F. Group agreed keep as written  

 

G. Group agreed keep as written with the addition of B-1 to the listed zoning districts.  

 

Group disagreed on the issue of parking. JZ was concerned for lack of parking availability.  TO noted that 

day visitors take most spots. People in B1 get away with not needing to provide spots, but in R1 you do. This 

presents as unfair. MR suggested that through Best Practices hosts can suggest to renters that parking is 

limited or that parking may be farther from the rental rather than the rental. JZ feels that the current code is 

not strict enough; hotels have to provide one space per room to reduce visitors taking public resources. LV 

disagreed with group decision. TO agreed on the need but wondered about the discrepancy b/w B1 and R1. 

LV noted that B1 hosts would need to rent a spot from someone else. Group agreed that B1 should be added 

in.  

 

H. Group agreed to return to this topic next meeting.  

 

BB noted that you can have an up to an 800sq ft dwelling as long as it meets all zoning laws and is called an 

accessory dwelling unit. MS questioned if any exist presently? Need to define accessory building versus 

accessory dwelling building and size and usage. Is a bedroom above your garage an accessory building? MR 

read a general definition of accessory bldg. Village code doesn’t define accessory dwelling unit. More 

research needed. 

 

I. “Temporary structures, tents, trailers, Recreational vehicles and boats are prohibited for the purpose of 

STRs.”  

  

Discussion of boats, pools, yards. Boats should be added agreed group. JZ will ask village attorney for 

clarification concerning yards/pools, etc.  

 

J. Group agreed to return to this topic next meeting. 

 

K. Group agreed to return to this topic next meeting.  

 

L. “Only primary residences, owner occupied, may be used for an STR.”  

 

LV questioned whether it should read Primary Residence. MR suggested it’s redundant. 
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M. Eliminate this letter. 

 

MS suggested that C read a “hosted STR permit.” TO felt it was confusing if there were multiple owners in a 

residence (ie: semi-attached housing) JZ suggested switching “building” for “tax parcel.” TF noted that 

parking committee had much discussion around multi-family. Possibly village code must have definition of 

various domiciles. MS suggested this line is redundant based on owner occupied and primary residence. C 

seems to cover same making this redundant. 

 

N. Group agreed to return to this topic next meeting.  

 

TF felt that this is problematic as it moves toward enabling economic relationships rather than economic 

incentive. TO noted that it still has to be a primary residence. LV suggested adding in Primary residence to 

definition. JZ asked TF for clarification. TF felt that this adds a layer of oversight for the village. BB suggested 

that a Trust might be better than LLC. JZ will ask the village attorney.  

 

O. Group agreed keep as written  

 

P. Group agreed keep as written.  

 

Next meeting 10/05 at 7:30pm.  

 

Meeting adjourned 9:35.  

 

 

 

§ 100-4. Short-Term Rental Requirements, Permits. 
A. All STRs must have a Village of Cold Spring Short-Term Rental Permit to operate in the Village of Cold 
Spring. 
B. Each property/tax ID within the Village can only be used for one (1) STR Unit at any given time. 
C. Only one type of STR Permit (Hosted, Unhosted, One-Time) will be allowed to a Host per calendar year 
D. STR Permits will be good for one (1) year. 
E. STR Permits are not transferable. 
F. Short-Term Rentals will be allowed only in the R-1, I-1 and B-1 zoning districts. 
G. All STRs in an R-1 or I-1 zoning district will be required to have one (1) off-street parking space. 
H. An Accessory Building cannot be used as an STR. 
I. Temporary structures, tents, trailers and Recreational Vehicles are prohibited for the purpose of STRs. 
J. A registered STR cannot abut another registered STR. 
K. No STR Permit shall be approved for a property within three hundred (300) linear feet from a property on 
the same street where a current STR Permit has been issued. 
L. Only Owner-Occupied structures may be used for an STR. 
M. If a building contains multiple residences, only one residence in the building shall be permitted to 
obtain a Short-Term Rental Permit. 
N. Properties owned by corporations, LLCs, and other such entities cannot be used as an STR, unless the 
property is Owner-Occupied by an individual that holds a minimum of a fifty percent (50%) ownership 
interest in such entity. 
O. No signage is allowed that defines the property as an STR. 
P. The house number of the STR must be displayed on the STR property and easily read from the street. 


